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CHÂTEAU DE BEAUREGARD
NEAL MARTIN : “Not to be confused with the Pomerol estate, Château de Beauregard is one of the leading estates of the Mâconnais and I was
remiss to have omitted a visit during my trip to the region last year. So, it was a pleasure to finally catch up with proprietor Frédéric Burrier at this historic
estate. Frédéric is a busy man these days, he is at the forefront of leading the case for classifying the vineyards of the region, so that its finest vineyard
may finally be granted premier cru status. I found him a passionate and garrulous man, clearly proud of the history of his family in the region, yet clearly
looking toward the prospect of an exciting future. Tasting through his current roster of wines I found much to like, in particular a sublime Pouilly-Fuissé
“Les Insarts” that one rarely sees.”
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The 2012 Pouilly-Fuissé “Vers Cras”, which
comes from Oxfordian limestone soils and
has been managed organically since 2000,
has quite a stern and tensile bouquet that
opens nicely with aeration, hints of lemon
curd emerging accompanied by wet rocks
and morning dew.
The palate is well-balanced with crisp acidity and salinity, with a precise and understated finish. This is one of Frédéric
Burrier's finest 2012s.

The 2012 Pouilly-Fuissé “Vignes Blanches”
is a very small production from 0.7 hectares
of vine. It boasts a gorgeous bouquet with
caramelized pear, nutmeg, patisserie and a
touch of gingerbread. The palate is well-balanced with (again) a lovely salinity right
on the entry. There is certainly good weight
in the mouth with fine precise, white-pepper-tinged finish. There just seems to be
a hell of a lot going on in this excellent
Pouilly-Fuissé.
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